1. How many Candy Corn guesses did Timothy Barbiero have?
   a. 1  
   b. 21  
   c. 4  
   d. 7

2. After all the students guessed, what was Ms. Rooney’s hint to them?
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

3. Why couldn’t Richard make applesauce with the class?
   a. He was in trouble.  
   b. He ate his apple.  
   c. He forgot his apple.  
   d. He didn’t want to participate.

4. How did Mrs. Paris help Richard get rid of his mean feeling?
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

5. At the end of Chapter 8, Richard had a terrible feeling inside because...
   a. he was mean to Matthew.  
   b. he ate too much applesauce.  
   c. he was sick.  
   d. he was worried about his sleep-over.
1. How many Candy Corn guesses did Timothy Barbiero have? b
   a. 1
   b. 21
   c. 4
   d. 7

2. After all the students guessed, what was Ms. Rooney’s hint to them?
   Ms. Rooney’s hint was that they were all guessing too high.

3. Why couldn’t Richard make applesauce with the class?
   c
   a. He was in trouble.
   b. He ate his apple.
   c. He forgot his apple.
   d. He didn’t want to participate.

4. How did Mrs. Paris help Richard get rid of his mean feeling?
   Mrs. Paris helped Richard get rid of his mean feeling by talking about how to deal
   with problems. She and the class gave suggestions on when was the appropriate
   time to talk about problems and how you can help someone who has one.

5. At the end of Chapter 8, Richard had a terrible feeling inside because...
   a
   a. he was mean to Matthew.
   b. he ate too much applesauce.
   c. he was sick.
   d. he was worried about his sleep-over.
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